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The Oscar Short Film Festival

Feb 22-23 (Sat, Feb 23 at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater) We are screening the Oscar
nominees for Best Short Animation and Live-Action Film, including a special,
family-friendly screening at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater on Feb 23rd. Make
your picks and see the winners announced when the Oscars® are awarded on
February 24th. Read descriptions of the nominees at TheRyder.com.

Beauty and the Beast

Feb 23 Beauty and the Beast is part of our Oscar celebration at the Buskirk-Chumley
Theater on Saturday, Feb 23rd. It is the first animation film to win the Golden Globe
Award for Best Motion Picture – Musical or Comedy. It also became the first animated
film to be nominated for the Academy Award for Best Picture; it won for Best Original
Score and Best Original Song. The story of a a prince who is magically transformed
into a monster as punishment for his arrogance it is based on the French fairy tale by
Jeanne-Marie Leprince de Beaumont. To break the spell, the Beast must learn to love
a young woman imprisoned in his castle before the last petal falls from an enchanted
rose, lest he remain a monster forever. (86 min)

RBG: Ruth Bader Ginsburg

Feb 23 RBG is up for an Academy Award for Best Documentary Feature and we are
screening it again at 7:30 as part of our Oscar Celebration at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater .... U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg has created a breathtaking
legal legacy for women’s rights while becoming an unexpected pop culture icon. The
personal journey of this diminutive, quiet warrior’s rise to the nation’s highest court
during a hostile time for women, is revealed in this inspiring and multidimensional
portrait. Now 85, Ginsburg continues to exercise vigorous dissenting opinions (and
equally vigorous exercise workouts). RBG reveals the woman behind the memes. 97
min

Shoplifters

Feb 24 Although their family is poor and get by through acts of petty crime, they
seem to live happily together. That is, until an unforeseen incident reveals hidden
secrets, testing the bonds that unite them. Shoplifters won the Palme d’Or at the
Cannes Film Festival and has been shortlisted for an Academy Award. Directed by
Hirokazu Kore-eda / 121 minutes Shoplifters is a beautifully felt family drama. Critics
Pick! -The New York Times

Hale County This Morning, This Evening

Feb 24-March 9 2019 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE: Best Documentary Feature...
An inspired and intimate portrait of a place and its people, Hale County This Morning,
This Evening looks at the lives of Daniel Collins and Quincy Bryant, two young African
American men from rural Hale County, Alabama, over the course of five years. (Hale
County, Ala., is where Walker Evans documented in photographs the lives of white
sharecroppers in the Depression era; Evans, with the writer James Agee, created the
extraordinary book Let Us Now Praise Famous Men.

Jean-Luc Godard’s THE IMAGE BOOK
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March 1-17 At the age of 87, the French-Swiss filmmaker adamantly continues to respond to the questioning of his innovation. His most recent essay-film The Image Book,
perceives the modern world and its historical past as if through a broken stained glass
window. A provocative smorgasbord piled high with references to western cinema,
Middle Eastern cinema, and experimental treatments of sound and picture, The
Image Book checks our reality in a way we have grown to admire from Godard. 86 min

RYDER
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See TheRYder.com for up-to-the-minute updates to our calendar
Burning

March 2-10 A smart, Hitchcockian mystery/
thriller about a bashful, naive, would be
novelist with no obvious job prospects who
meets a woman with a mysterious past who
claims they were childhood friends. ASouth
Korea / 148 min If you had to choose the most
interesting filmmaker in the world right now,
you wouldn’t be wrong if you named Korean
filmmaker Lee Chang-dong. –Vogue
BRILLIANT! -The New York Times

The World Before Your Feet

March 8-24 There are 8,000 miles of roads
and paths in New York City and for the past
six years Matt Green has been walking them
all – every street, park, cemetery, beach, and
bridge. Something of a modern-day Thoreau,
Matt gave up his former engineering job, his
apartment, and most of his possessions, sustaining his endeavor through couch-surfing,
cat-sitting and a $15-per-day budget.
Directed by Jeremy Workman / Executive
producer: Jesse Eisenberg / 95 min

Museo (Museum)

March 22-April 7 Perennial students Juan and
Wilson are planning to break into the National
Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City and
steal precious Mayan, Mixtec and Zapotec
artifacts, in particular the funerary mask of
King Pakal. While their families celebrate
Christmas they get down to business, just like
a couple of seasoned criminals. / in Spanish
with subtitles / 128 min

American Socialist

March 29 Bernie Sanders inspired a generation — but who inspired him? Most people
in America don’t know that the ontemporary political movement to address income
inequality began over 100 years ago with
Eugene Victor Debs. Here is an objective but
passionate history of the movement as founded and championed by Debs, a movement
that continues to have an impact on our lives
today. / 97 min

The Wild Pear Tree

March 29-April 7 A young, aspiring writer returns home from college to face bittersweet
truths in the new film by Turkish filmmaker
and former Cannes Film Festival winner Nuri
Bilge Ceylan. 188 min / subtitles The word visionary has been flogged by the film business
to the point of redundancy, but with The Wild
Pear Tree, Ceylan reminds us he has earned
every letter of it. -The London Telegraph

Friday, Feb 23
Oscar Shorts: Animation – 7pm IU Fine Arts Up
Oscar Shorts: Live-Action 8:45 IU Fine Arts Up
Saturday, Feb 23 at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Beauty and the Beast (1991) 1pm
Oscar Shorts: Animation – 3pm – Last Chance!
Oscar Shorts: Live-Action – 4:45 – Last Chance!
RBG: Ruth Bader Ginsburg – 7:30
Sun, Feb 24 @ Bear’s Place
Hale County This Morning This Evening 3pm
Shoplifters 5pm
Friday, March 1
Hale County – 6:30 IU Fine Arts Downstairs
Godard’s THE IMAGE BOOK 8pm Fine Arts Down
Saturday, March 2
Hale County 6:15 pm IU Fine Arts - Last Chance!
Burning – 7pm IU Global & International Theater
Godard’s THE IMAGE BOOK 8pm IU Fine Arts
Sun, March 3 @ Bear’s Place
Burning 4pm
Godard’s THE IMAGE BOOK 7:15
Friday March 8
Burning – 7pm IU Global & International Theater
The World Before Your Feet - 7:45 IU Fine Arts
Saturday, March 9
The Guilty 5pm IU Global & International Theater
Godard’s THE IMAGE BOOK 6pm IU Fine Arts
Burning – 7pm IU Global & International Theater
The World Before Your Feet 7:45 IU Fine Arts
Sun, March 10 @ Bear’s Place
Burning - 4pm
The World Before Your Feet 7:15
Friday March 15
The Guilty 6pm IU Fine Arts Theater
Godard’s THE IMAGE BOOK – 7pm IU Global
The World Before Your Feet - 7:45 IU Fine Arts
Saturday, March 16
Godard’s THE IMAGE BOOK - 4pm IU Fine Arts
The Guilty - 6pm IU Fine Arts Theater
The World Before Your Feet - 7:45 IU Fine Arts
Sun, March 17 @ Bear’s Place
Godard’s THE IMAGE BOOK 3pm
The Guilty 5pm
The World Before Your Feet 7:15
Friday March 22
Museo (Museum) – 7pm IU Global & International
The World Before Your Feet - 7:45 IU Fine Arts
Saturday, March 23
Museo (Museum) – 7pm IU Global & International
The World Before Your Feet 7:45 IU Fine Arts

We continue to add films to our
calendar after we have gone to press.
Visit TheRyder.com
for up-to-the-minute listings
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MOONLIGHT IN MIAMI:Barr
HOME GIRLS RESPOND
“Moonlig

LOVE SONGS FOR A LASTING WORLD

By Audrey Thomas McCluskey

HOME GIRLS RES

Stratiﬁcation, disproportionate foreclosures, the soft parts of
the self quietly disclosing: it’s a case of cinéma vérité made even
By real
Audrey
Thomas
more
as the
author uses a socio-historical lens to ﬂesh out
the
invisible walls that enclose the Liberty City of Moonlight.
McCluskey

By Malcolm Dalglish
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My older brother once worked as a busboy at Miami’s
famed Fontainebleau Hotel; black maids, porters, and all
manner of crucial service staff from nearby Overtown were
required to have photo identification—apartheid type
“passes”-- and to leave by sundown, or risk being arrested. I
grew up in working-class Overtown, and later in Allapattah,
a striving- to-be middle class neighborhood that flowed into
Liberty City. Although I’ve lived for many years “up North,”
Barry Jenkins’ 2016 film Moonlight, set in Miami and Liberty
City, conjures up a neglected place and history that prompts
reflection about how black lives are portrayed in such settings.
This is especially relevant given the intra-racial dissonance
over male- to- male sexual attraction in the black community.
With his vision attuned to the nuances of character within
overly familiar settings often stereotyped by race, it is not
surprising that Jenkins’ breakout film, Moonlight, plumbs a
theme close to home and heart. Set in his hometown of Miami,
Florida, it is based upon Terrel Alvin McCraney’s coming-ofage, semi autobiographical play, “In Moonlight Black Boys

The Imaginative
EUGENE
DEBS
Work
of Distance:
By Joan Hawkins

Free markets and good faith, ha. For true socialist Eugene Debs, there was always cruelty
and a company arm guiding the Invisible Hand. On March 29, Wounded Galaxies will
screen a documentary that chronicles his attempts to bite what pretends to feed us.

THE OSCARS

By Andrew Behringer

What makes a Best Picture best? We dissect this year’s nominees.

Audrey Thomas McCluskey, Ph D is professor emerita
of African American and African Diaspora Studies and
former director of the Black Film Center/Archive at Indiana
University-Bloomington, and the Neal-Marshall Black
Culture Center. Her six published books include Richard
Pryor: The Life and Legacy of a “Crazy” Black Man; Imaging
Blackness: Race and Racial Representation in Film Poster Art,
and most recently, A Forgotten Sisterhood: Black Women
Educators and Activists
in the Jim Crow South.
STAGES

DEPARTMENTS
THE GLASS MENAGERIE
By Jordan Nels
Distance looms large (and small) in the work of playwright/fence hustler Tennessee
Williams. We’re anxious to see how far past the moon The Cardinal Theater takes
things when they stage The Glass Menagerie beginning on March 21st.
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GLASS
MENAGERIE
PERCY HELTON

By John Bob Slone

Though a bizarre cheerleading incident permanently damaged his vocal cords,
nameless actor Percy Helton still managed to use his squeaking hinge of a voice to
become one the most well-known anonymous performers of all-time.

By Anthony Scott-Piatt
Years of touring became the foundation
for Robert Cray’s version of blues and
soul. He wows audiences and other stars
alike and he’ll wow you too at the BCT on
March 9th.
TABLES

By Anthony Scott-Piatt
The Community Kitchen, hosts a $50 per
person Winter Brunch in support of their
mission.
EVENT HORIZON

March comes in like a lion and out like .
. . another lion! At least when it comes to
Bloomington’s entertainment scene.

BY JOAN
HAWKINS
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N E L

1, 2 and 3 Week
Sessiobs for
Boys & Girls
ages 8 – 15
Canoe Trips · Horses · Swimming
Crafts · Basketball · Soccer
Archery · Fishing
Nightly Camp Fires
Skits · Cave Exploring
Mountain Bike Trips · Backpacking
Indian Lore · Climbing

Great Summer Fun in a
Relaxed Wooded Setting

Mike Nickels, Director · 3497 N Clay Lick Road · Nashville, IN 47448
Download an application today!

812-988-2689 · www.CampPalawopec.com
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WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING...
by Anthony Scott Piatt

...FUNDRAISERS

MALCOLM DALGLISH, PICTURE BOOK: LOVE SONGS FOR A
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MARCH 2ND @ 7PM - BUSKIRK-CHUMLEY THEATER

Doors open at 6:30 for this multi-sensory celebration with dance, songs, poetry, and pie. Hybridmotion
Collective and Malcolm Dalglish and the Ooolites team up to bring you Picture Book, Love Songs for a
Lasting World’s focus this year. Wendell Berry’s nature poetry sets the tone which is transformed to a
Vaudeville-esque variety show with dancer Jun Kuribayashi and a “hip-hop-eretta” on the making of pie
and PB&J sandwiches.
This event is the keystone fundraiser for Middle Way House, “an agency which empowers survivors of
domestic violence, sexual assault, and human traﬃcking by providing emergency shelter, transitional housing, a 24/7 help and crisis line, youth programs, advocacy, and more throughout six counties in southern
Indiana.”
Those in attendance will smell and then enjoy apple pie made in Muddy Fork’s wood-ﬁred oven. (See more
about Picture Book on page 10.)

...LIVE MUSIC
ROBERT CRAY

MARCH 9TH @ 8PM - BUSKIRK-CHUMLEY THEATER
Robert Cray has released in excess of 20 albums, many
recorded on breaks from the road. Years of touring became
the foundation for his version of blues and soul to wow
audiences and other stars alike.
“As a blues fan, we’re saved.” - Eric Clapton
The rewards of those choices are reaped worldwide and,
March 9th, by Bloomington fans. Reserved seating for
an 8pm show, doors open at 30 minutes early. Five time
Grammy winner, Robert will bring the Robert Cray Band
to Buskirk-Chumley. This is the band he released his 1980
debut with and has played together since 1974. “As Cray
fans, we’re saved.”

SAM BUSH

MARCH 13TH @ 8PM - THE BLUEBIRD

Having read that Sam Bush called David Grisman
the greatest mandolin player alive, I asked Grisman’s manager, Craig Miller, about that statement.
Craig told me that David Grisman will always say
Sam is the greatest. They might both be right on
any given night.
“I feel fortunate that when it’s time to play, no
matter how I feel physically or mentally, once the
downbeat starts, my mind goes to a place that’s all
music,” says Bush. “The joy of the music comes to
me and overtakes me sometimes––I just become
part of the music.”
The father of Telluride spent four years on his latest
album. Storyman is his songwriting focused project. But, the styles and players are both abundant. Bluegrass, check. Also, jazz, reggae, folk, blues and swing
with co-writing credit to the likes of Emmylou Harris and Guy Clark.
Part of the four years was for perfecting the mix, part is to accommodate near constant touring requests.

RYDER

And that beneﬁts us…
“When we play live on stage, if people can feel the joy we’re feeling, then we have succeeded.
That’s the goal to me of playing music: Did the audience feel something?”

STELLA DONNELLY

MARCH 28TH @ 9:30PM - THE
BISHOP PRESENTED BY WIUX
VENUE SERIES

Shit-stirrer Stella Donnelly is proud
of her title and rousing aesthetic.
“Old Man,” which launches her
debut, “Oh are you scared of me old
man or are you scared of what I’ll
do? You grabbed me with an open
hand. The world is grabbing back at
you.” I’d say it’s a blatant reference
to Trump, and while it’s so very
apropos, Stella hails from Fremantle, Western Australia. “Tricks” takes on racism and nationalism, again, a familiar theme to her
US audience, albeit written about Australian isolationism. While “Boys Will Be Boys” could have
been written for the Covington Kangaroos.
Stella takes no crap from bullies while she delivers an intense live set. Music to chant down oppression worldwide.

...THEATER
SOMETHING ROTTEN!

FEBRUARY 28TH, 8PM - IU AUDITORIUM

A whimsical look at the making of “the ﬁrst” musical. AKA The Producers 1595 Version with a
dash of Monty Python. Sequins and sequence working in unison, at the suggestion of a soothsayer. Will Nick and Nigel pull their struggling play writing careers to new heights?
SOMETHING ROTTEN! tells the tale at IU Auditorium through a now familiar song and dance,
thanks to Nick and Nigel. Right?

...COMEDY
BROOKS WHEELAN

MARCH 7TH, 8TH, & 9TH - THE COMEDY ATTIC
Brooks is smart. He has a biomedical engineering degree. He’s made
the late night rounds, the festival rounds, Rolling Stone lauds him, and
he is “proud” to have been ﬁred from SNL. He’s relatable and situational while not fearful of politics. He has fun tweets about Trump...“Trump
has united us in one thing and that thing is, regardless of political party,
we liked everyone before him inﬁnitely more. It’s like Trump is going
for some high score but in negative points.”
The Comedy Attic sure does bring good talent to town. Brooks is no
exception.

HIGH PROOF LAUGHS

M ARCH 10TH @ 6PM - CARDINAL SPIRITS

A special Limestone Comedy Festival event and the season ﬁnale of High Proof Laughs. Live
comedy from past Limestone comics with some new acts as well. A beneﬁt for the community
through the $5 donation at the door. Party starts at 6pm, show starts at 7pm. Arrive before doors
close and seats ﬁll up.
[editor’s note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 21 years so far and publicized
David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more. He accepts comments and hate mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]
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BY ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT

… TA S T I N G S

PRISONER WINE TASTING
March 6th, 5:30PM - 8:30PM - Feast Cellar

Tables is our look at culinary craft events. Our
previews give preference to fundraisers and
education, while also presenting seasonal menus,
local specialties, festivals and special nights
of entertainment involving food. We focus on
the craft of cooking and the use of food as a
community builder.

WHAT TO DIGEST WHEN
YOU’RE EXPECTING...
…FUNDRAISERS

COMMUNITY KITCHEN WINTER BRUNCH
February 24th - Community Kitchen

Feeding some to feed many more. A consistently tasty and
philanthropic staple of our town, The Community Kitchen,
hosts a $50 per person Winter Brunch in support of their
mission. Sunday, February 24, 2019 with 11am and 1pm
seatings, reservations with course choices are required. This
all-inclusive three course brunch includes paired cocktails
from Cardinal Spirits.
Course 1:
Gravlax- raw cured salmon served with creamy caraway
mustard, pickled red onion, fresh dill, and toasted baguette
(* Evan Graper)
OR
Boudin Balls- Crispy Cajun fritters ﬁlled with braised pork,
rice, and herbs (* Sasha Divine) (Can be made vegetarian)
Course 2:
Bayou Benedict- Toasted English muﬃn topped with
poached egg and crawﬁsh tails in tomato hollandaise sauce
(* Dan Williamson)
OR
Veggie Enchiladas Verde-jack fruit and white bean chile
verde enchiladas, sautéed spinach and sweet peppers, and
poached egg (* Arlyn Llewelly, Function Brewing) OR
Ragu- Osteria Rago fresh rigatoni pasta tossed with a white
wine sauce: ground pork, minced olives, mushrooms, arugula, and roasted garlic topped with walnut and Parmesan
cheese (* Seth Elgar)
Course 3:
Pound Cake- Raspberry pound cake with dark chocolate-espresso dipping sauce and white chocolate “foam” (*
Jarrod May)
OR
Pudding- Creamy banana tapioca pudding topped with
ripe mango & toasted coconut (* Seth Elgar)
Reservations at 812-332-0999 or to director@monroecommunitykitchen.com. All proceeds support Community
Kitchen’s hunger relief eﬀorts.
Chef Seth Elgar talked with us about the Winter Brunch,
“We urge folks to call us immediately about reservations,
being that the event is this Sunday (the 24th of February).
As for details, every $2 donated to Community Kitchen
results in a meal for someone in need...So, by coming down
for brunch you not only get 3 courses and accompanying
cocktails, but 25 people in need won’t miss a meal.”

Make parole or break out by March 6th. I suppose a furlough between 5:30 and 8:30 will
suﬃce. The Feast Cellar presents a Prisoner Wine Company tasting event featuring most
of their wines, Saldo, The Prisoner, The Snitch, Blindfold, Thorn and Cuttings. Reservations welcome but not required, 812-287-8615.
DEVOUR BLOOMINGTON
February 18th - March 3rd - Truﬄes
Tables is including the Truﬄes Devour deal. More than a dozen restaurants, listed below,
are participating.
Truﬄes very enticing oﬀer is for two people and costs $70. Quite a deal as the meal includes a shared appetizer, two entrees, shared dessert and a bottle of wine.
DEVOUR BLOOMINGTON: Participating Restaurants
14 Days of Three-Course, Value Priced Meals
C3 Bar, Cardinal Spirits Distillery & Restaurant, Coaches Bar and Grill, DeAngelo’s
Italian, FARM Bloomington, Function Brewing, Grazie Italiano, Hive, Lennie’s, Le Petit
Café, Malibu Grill, Osteria Rago, Social Cantina, The Tap, Truﬄes Fine Cuisine, Upland 11
St Brew Pub
DEVOUR BLOOMINGTON COCKTAIL COMPETITION
February 25th @ 1PM - Cardinal Spirits
This live event will feature Cardinal Spirits Bramble Berry Hibiscus Vodka in recipes from
participation Devour bartenders. The winning bartender wins a cash prize and will have
created the oﬃcial cocktail of Devour Bloomington.

… PA I R I N G D I N N E R S

RODNEY STRONG WINE & FOOD
March 5th @ 6:30PM - Truﬄes

Truﬄe’s Rodney Strong Wine & Food Pairing Dinner begins with a reception at 6:30.
Rodney Strong was a well known dancer who trained at the School of American Ballet in
New York before drinking wine in Paris for four years. Oh, he danced in France, too.
“I knew I couldn’t be an old dancer, but I could be an old winemaker.”
The area of Sonoma Strong planted his orchards in were abundant at the time, with apples
and prunes. Strong was an early adopter of single vineyards versus blended wines. The Klein
Family took the helm in 1989 and kept Strong on as a consultant until his 1995 retirement.
Bloomington’s tour of the wines of Rodney Strong Wines is curated for March 5th. Reservations are required.

…SPECIAL EVENTS

RED CARPET MOVIE MENU

February 21st @ 6:30PM - FARMbloomington
FARM rolls out the red carpet and the paparazzi will be taking your picture, superstar. The
“Best Picture” nominees are represented with 8 corresponding entrees. The star treatment continues with prizes, ballots to divine your bidding, and movie trivia to display your brilliance.
Best Picture:
□ “Black Panther,”

Spicy African Peanut Chicken

□ “BlacKkKlansman,”

Spike Lee’s favorites

□ “Bohemian Rhapsody,”

Spare Ribs

□ “The Favourite,” Victorian Steak & Kidney Pot Pie
□ “Green Book,”
□ “Roma,”
□ “A Star Is Born,”
□ “Vice,”

Fried Chicken
Mexican Street Foods
Mini Tenderloin Sandwiches
Grilled Quail

“Tables” encourages you to remember John Robbins as you enjoy the ride… “It may be healthier to
eat beer and franks with cheer and thanks, than to eat sprouts and bread with doubts and dread.”
[editor’s note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 21 years so far and
publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more. He accepts comments and hate
mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]
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LOVE SONGS
FO R A LASTI N G W O R LD

Picture
Book
JUN KURIBAYASHI PREMIERING A
SOLO DANCE PIECE

BY M A L C O L M
DALGLISH

PHOTOS BY KEVIN ATKINS AND STEVEN COX
[editor’s note: Malcolm Dalglish and the Ooolites will
join up with Jun Kuribayashi, of Hybridmotion Collective to
perform, Love Songs for a Lasting World Picture Book 7pm
Saturday, March 2nd at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater.]

ambrosial like a homemade apple pie with a good crust.
I hope the Picture Book creatures, critters, and characters you meet
here help you find your way home. I hope they help you visualize a
world restored to wholeness where love may thrive.

Imagine opening up a picture book, fresh from the library.
The colors and images immediately draw you into a new
world. The pictures swirl and sway in your mind’s eye. You are
launched on a journey, embellished by your own imagination.
Now imagine that library as a living place like a forest or a
sea shore and picture this: a rolling splash of mallets on strings
becomes a crashing wave carrying a mythical sea creature.
Here’s where a word spills its vowels in a cascade of sound
and the sense of the word is heard as music in a very sensual
way, that defies definition. Imagine critters that show you
the wonder of flight, the cozy of warm, the steadfast eyes of
devotion, and a dog’s snout-ful focus on one moment. Here’s a
fuzzy old Uncle Rat telling the sad ballad of a mouse and a frog
about to be married at a raucous woodland party. A melodic
line swoops like the gold finch wing-swinging across the fog
laden fields of Brummetts Creek. It’s gone now. That little horse
bounding through the dappled light of the understory is from
some distant land. And here’s a voice bouncing off a ravine you
can’t see, but you can hear what it looks like. Picture a stone
shoot that for thousands of years has been carved by water
rushing down a mountain the way your heart rushes when you
fall in love.
My music writing most often takes flight from a striking
image I experience in the wild or from a beloved poem. I am
influenced by the folk music process in which tunes have trekked
the trails of memory and word of mouth for generations. I hope
my music will spark vivid images and flights of imagination
in my listeners. I know a tune or song is done when it tastes

Lasting World Adapted from a Wendell Berry poem,
this wild and cacophonous love song is the title song of each year’s
performance of LSLW. Whatever happens, learning to love, we make our
way to the lasting world and from the lasting world we will never leave,
whatever happens.
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The Sad Bad Ballad of Frog and Mouse

takes the traditional “Froggie Went A’Courting” folk song that I
learned from my mother and turns it into a picture book of story,
rhyme, and hambone body percussion. It is the tragic tale of star
crossed interspecial sweethearts.
The next 3 love songs are curious conversations with little
creatures.

Little Birdie takes a traditional Appalachian love
song and turns it into an interview between a bird lover and these
diminutive successors to the dinosaurs, who’ve found a boundless
life in the air we breathe. What can we learn from them? Why do they
sing, pace the ground, fly so high? Why are love and life so fleeting?
Little Horse, a love poem by WS Merwin, explores
loneliness, longing and the wild uncertainty of finding a lover and
companion. We question a little horse in a timeless, strange and
dreamlike forest “by the patient water that has no father nor mother.”
RYDER

Little Potato The third little creature song asks the question: is
this little human pudge-wudge in my hands, with her deep unfocused eyes, a
miracle of creation or a potato.... a very sweet potato?
Stop It! OK, enough is enough. Perhaps it’s time to accept our canine
companions as aliens placed on earth to teach us how to chill out and live in
the moment.
Bushy Tail is a setting of a traditional folk song that our friend,
Dillon Bustin, learned from an African American janitor at the Madison,
Indiana jail house down by the Ohio River. (That’s another story.) I added
the verse about “the little boy pickin’ out hickory nuts” in memory of Lotus
Dickey. Lotus was a southern Indiana farmer, fiddler, poet, and a keen observer
of nature with a vivid imagination, and a knack for making animal sounds. Just
days before the pale and elderly Lotus passed on, we were visiting him. Our
children were collecting hickory nuts by his cabin. He squinted up into the sun
to a squirrel leaping through the branches and recollected how, when he was
critically ill as a young boy, he watched squirrels through his cabin window.
“They were so spry, I figured if I ate what they ate, I would be too. I must have
spent three days pickin’ my way through near a bushel of hickory nuts!” It
worked and he recovered.
Selchie and the Fisherman is a story based on the shapeshifting legends of Northern Scotland and Ireland. The Selchies were seals in
the ocean who become human on land. They were wild and beautiful creatures
with magical powers, often serving as guides into the unknown. This story
explores the transformational power of love.
PB&J Reimagining
Opera for Kids (ROK) is an
IU Jacobs School of Music
project led by Kim Carballo
that brings developing
opera professionals and
school audiences together.
This year’s ROK embraced
IU ‘s Themester on food,
creating a performance
called “The Lunch Box
Project.” The diversity
of our American culture
is celebrated in song as
a wide variety of ethnic
lunch items are pulled forth
and shared. I was asked to
contribute a song, and out
came the quintessentially
American wild, wild words
of PB&J. This song is not
NARRATOR SAM BENNETT OPENS THE
only an instructional on
PICTURE BOOK SHOW
how to make an over-thetop peanut butter jelly
sandwich, but how to do it with words that are fun to say; words that make
your mouth dance, or, to quote the song itself: “Here’s an onomatopoeia, a
word that you can chew… here’s an onomato-peanut butter sandwich and a
clue…” I like the rhythm of words, and music so pure the vocalist abandons
the words to make nonsense sounds and syllables that carry the music in
a way our imaginations can digest and enjoy. Folk and pop music from all
over the world incorporate this form of what is called “mouth music.” We
learn language in this musical way. This song borrows from and builds on
the traditional “Peanut, Peanut Butter and Jelly” folk song, bringing in an
instructional story, verses, new harmony, bass part and a whole new chorus
section.
MARCH 2019
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Canopy This song began as a wedding march.
The Jewish tradition of a chuppah at a wedding is a flimsy
enclosure, a canopy, requiring a community to hold it up.
There is another canopy beyond that one: the canopy of stars,
limbs and leaves, and this canopy presides at the wedding in
which we marry the lasting world. I wrote this song for the
Ooolites and our off-the-grid singing circle in an aspen grove
between Yosemite and Mono Lake in the Sierras.
Walking on Air Inspired by gospel music, this
piece celebrates those moments when we are pulled out of
our day-to-day world into the vast resonance of life as in a
meteor shower, the birth of a newborn or the passing of an
elder.
Sandhill Sighting While stomping through the

woods, I sometimes like to bounce my voice off a hill. It’s a
self-absorbed form of echo location. One time, while listening
for my echo, I was stopped in my tracks by the mysterious
and distant chortle of migrating sandhill cranes. I couldn’t
see them at first. Then I was surprised by a sighting of their
tiny V formation, a mile high, slowly moving across the gaps
in the canopy.

Handlebar of Wings Over a hundred years
ago a whole culture of dreamers and inventors were studying
birds, imagining and building flying machines. The Wright
Brothers started out as bicycle mechanics. This song returns
to that stage in their lives when they were building and
riding bicycles, gliding along, balancing on 2 thin wheels,
barely touching the ground, enjoying sightings of birds
and imagining flight. Each of us might remember our own
discovery of 2 wheeled bike riding and that moment when
the sheer fear of a wipe out was replaced by the joyous
exhilaration of flight. And then maybe that moment when
our hands are no longer required on the handlebars- “Look!
No hands!”
Broken Ground sets Wendell Berry’s poem
exploring the mystery of the seed with its sensuous
transformation to a plant bursting from the ground:
[…]bud opening to flower
opening to fruit opening
to the sweet marrow
of the seed –
taken
from what was, from
what could have been.
What is left
is what is.
Make it Right We sing our children and

grandchildren a lullaby called “That’s All Right” that we
learned from a collection of songs from the John’s Island
Gullah culture near Charleston SC where we lived for two
years. It’s such a soothing, comforting song. I borrowed the
melody for a tribute to Toby Strout, the beloved director of
Middle Way House. Now it’s more like a New Orleans style
march calling people to action with the lyrics: Make it right,
make it right, we got a place in this world, make it right. New
verses were written for those seeking refuge from domestic
violence, and for the displaced lives becoming empowered by
Middle Way House.
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PIE R PIE...CHEF DALGLISH SPINS SOON-TO-BE-AIRBORN SLICES OF APPLE.

Imagine This classic John Lennon song has become an
anthem for peace and for those who dream of a world free of
borderlines, dogma, and materialism. We are often told this is not
the real world. But if we go back far enough there may be a way to
reimagine a path forward to this possibility. I love the way this song
brings this vision intimately into our first person by saying: “You may
say I’m a dreamer.” and then reaches out with the humble assertion:
“But I’m not the only one.” This a capella version was inspired by the
wonderful version sung by Eva Cassidy.
Pleasure My songs will often launch from word to invented
syllables whose consonants and vowels have one purpose; to
transport the emotion of the music. This is nothing new. There is a
non verbal world of emotional sound common to all humans, their
native tongues, and their folk music. This piece brings together the
mouth music sounds of Celtic lilting, with those of jazz scat singing.
Pie R Pie An annual appetizer for the coming pie party, this
is a zany, quirky, doo wop mini musical that chronicles the making of
a pie with flying food reaching the balcony of the BCT.
Sail Away is based on the original old American banjo/
fiddle tune Sail Away Ladies. As with a lot of fiddling in the old
time style, the bow works a dance on the strings easily translated
to clogging on a floor or the left/right dance of hammer dulcimer
mallets on a platform of strings. This song expands that percussive
exuberance to a dance of the voice, with words of liberation and
departure.
Blackbird by the Beatles a-cappella arrangement by
Charlie Jesseph. This song was one of Toby Strout’s favorites. The
lyrics, melody, and iconic moving bassline form a wonderful song of
hope and healing to those lives being transformed and empowered
by the Middle Way House experience.
New Wings was inspired by and written for Middle Way
House where survivors of violence find new wings. The title is also
the name for its administrative headquarters. Middle Way House
is a nationally recognized provider of supportive and preventative
services to survivors of domestic abuse, sexual violence and human
trafficking. We will be singing the premiere of this song to close the
concert and get the audience up from their seats to join the apple pie
party inside the Buskirk Chumley Theater.
So there you have it! Come to the Buskirk Chumley Theater on
Saturday, March 2, 2019 to see Love Songs for a Lasting World Picture
Book, have a slice of Muddy Fork apple pie, and support Middle Way
House.

RYDER

BY JOAN
HAWKINS

[Editor’s note: The Ryder, in conjunction with WFHB and
Wounded Galaxies will be screening a new documentary about Debs:
American Socialist: The Life and Times of Eugene Victor Debs (Yale Strom,
2017), Friday March 29 at 4 p.m. in the Monroe County Public Library
Auditorium. Paul Buhle, a Senior Lecturer at Brown, will be on hand
for a Q&A following the film. Buhle, who has authored or edited 35
volumes including histories of radicalism in the United States and the
Caribbean, studies of popular culture, and a series of nonfiction comic
art volumes, will also give a talk at the I Fell Gallery (415 W 4th St) on
Saturday March 3]
During the Polar Vortex that gripped so much of the nation in
late January, prisoners in Brooklyn and elsewhere were kept for a
solid week with no lights or heat or hot meals.
In the economy that determines whose power is restored first,
they counted for very little.
Men died from lack of proper medication. Others desperately
needed medical care for hypothermia and the fevers caused from

MARCH 2019

drinking unsanitary water. The news got out—as prison news
so often does—through a message that prisoners call a “kite;”
an anonymous email tip to a New York Times reporter, with the
subject line “situation desperate, please help.”
As it happened, I got the prison news in the Indiana Room
of the Monroe County Public Library, where I was reading a
1927 book by Eugene V. Debs, Walls and Bars: Prisons and Prison
Life in the “Land of the Free.” Published a year after Debs died,
the book was written during his last stint in an Atlanta Prison,
where he was serving a 10 year sentence for opposing the
U.S. military entry into World War I. The formal charge was
sedition. Treason. “Any of us may go to prison at any time for
breaking the law or upholding it,” he wrote. And I thought,
the depressing thing about Debs, is how relevant he still is.
Ninety-two years after it was first published, Walls and Bars
still reads like a contemporary report from inside.
Eugene V. Debs (1855-1926) was an American socialist,
political activist, trade unionist, and all-around rabble rouser.
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He
was one
of the founding
members of the Industrial
Workers of the World. The IWW, also
known as The Wobblies, was “the singin-est union
there ever was,” Pete Seeger said. But it was also one of the
most radical. “We are here to confederate the workers of this
country into a working class movement that shall have for
its purpose the emancipation of the working class,” Debs’
friend Bill Haywood wrote. And Debs, who’d already had
experience with the Pullman Strike and the wildcat strikes in
Chicago, thought that might actually be putting it too mildly.
“Let organized labor, from one end of the county to the other,
declare war,” he said.
Debs was born in Terre Haute to French immigrant
parents. His dad owned a meat store and a textile mill, and
like many kids of such hardworking people, Debs left school
at an early age to join the workforce. At age 14, he took a job
with the Vandalia Railroad, cleaning grease from the trucks of
freight trains for fifty cents a day. In 1871 when a locomotive
fireman failed to report for work, Debs was pressed into
service as a night fireman. He kept that job, working the run
from Terre Haute to Indianapolis for three and a half years,
earning a dollar a day—good money in those days. In 1875, he
quit his job as a fireman to work at a wholesale grocery house,
while attending business school at night.
But he kept his connections with the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen, the fraternal organization of railway
firefighters. He worked as the editor of the BLF’s monthly
magazine, Firemen’s Magazine. And he became prominent in
community politics, serving two terms as Terre Haute’s city
clerk. In the fall of 1884, he was elected to the Indiana General
Assembly, as a Democrat, where he served one term.
During this time, Debs was something of a rising
Moderate star. He opposed strikes, claiming that “capital and
labor are friends,” and his writing stressed themes of worker
self-improvement, uplift and temperance. But, as historian
David Shannon writes, he also expected management to
treat labor fairly and with respect—to be a friend in turn. So,
he helped circulate petitions for improvement in death and
disability benefits for railway workers, for better hours, and for
the elimination of individual craft lines and guilds within the
railway industry (a kind of hierarchy of work, that often pitted
engineers against car builders etc). And he fully expected that
management would negotiate in good faith, on all these items.
When they didn’t and years of polite negotiation failed to
bring about any improvements in either benefits or working
conditions, Debs gradually turned to organized labor as a
possible solution. And the emphasis here is really on gradually.
Reading his writing from this time is painful, as he becomes
increasingly disillusioned with the kinds of cooperative
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negotiations he had previously endorsed. In 1893 he stepped down
from his role as the BLF’s Grand Secretary, and organized the
American Railway Union (ARU), one of the first industrial unions
in the United States. In that role, he helped spearhead two strikes:
the Burlington Railway Strike of 1888, which was not successful, and
the Great Northern Railway strike of 1894, which was successful in
meeting demands.
But it was the brutal Pullman Strike of 1894 that had the biggest
impact on Debs’ political development. George Pullman was widely
known as a notorious opponent of organized labor, and of labor
in general. “When hard times occur,” Pullman once said, “labor
should suffer, since the worker contributes nothing to the success of
a business enterprise.” Citing the 1893 economic downturn as his
rationale, Pullman cut employee wages by 28%. But the company
towns controlled by Pullman did not correspond by lowering rents
or cutting food prices in the company stores. Faced with crushing
debt and poverty, The American Railway Union voted to strike, and
were met with a Federal injunction charging the union leaders with a
violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. Federal Troops were sent to
Illinois to break the strike; thirty strikers were killed and thousands
were blacklisted by the company. Debs was arrested for violation of a
Federal injunction.
His six months in prison, at McHenry County Jail in Woodstock
Illinois, radicalized him.
Responding to the brutality of the strike, socialists from around
the country sent Debs pamphlets, letters, and books. Victor Berger,
the editor of a Milwaukee socialist newspaper, visited him in prison
and delivered what Debs called “the first impassioned message of
socialism I had ever heard.” Berger also gave Debs a copy of Marx’s
Capital, which he read slowly and carefully, gradually developing the
analytical model he would take back to the Labor Movement. From
all accounts, Debs emerged from prison a changed man, and would
spend the final three decades of his life fighting for the socialist labor
cause.
After his release, Debs persuaded the ARU membership to join
with another group to found The Social Democracy of America. One
year later, this group split and Debs joined the majority faction to
found the Social Democratic Party of the United States. He was the
Socialist
Democratic Party candidate for President in 1904, 1908, 1912, and
1920 (running that final time from Prison).
On June 27, 1905, he joined Bill Haywood (Western Federation
of Miners), Daniel De Léon (Socialist Workers Party), Mary Harris
(“Mother”) Jones, Lucy Parsons and others to create a truly Socialist
Union, the Industrial Workers of the World. The motto was “an
injury to one is the concern of all” and one of its primary lasting
contributions to the labor union movement was its inclusivity. It
welcomed all workers-- women, African Americans, Immigrants,
Asian-Americans into the same organization. At its height, it was
fierce. It created more than 900 unions in more than 350 cities
and towns, and had a presence in 38 U.S. States and Provinces
and 5 Canadian Provinces. By 1912 the organization had around
25,000 members, published newsletters and journals in 19 different
languages, and was involved in over 150 strikes.
The IWW fostered a counter-vailing intellectual climate,
with anarchists like Carlo Tresca helping to formulate a political
philosophy that strongly opposed U.S. involvement in World War
I. And it was the Union’s outspoken opposition to World War I that
caused the U.S Government to organize raids and arrest unionists
for disseminating literature deemed to be seditious. That literature
included the writings of Eugene V. Debs, who was sentenced to 10
years in prison.
In the course of his long career, Debs participated in many strikes
and in the formation of two important labor organizations. His time
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in prison led him to write Walls and Bars,
the book I mention at the beginning of this
essay—a book that calls for the kind of
prison reform that contemporary activists
like Angela Davis would recognize and
embrace. “The inmates of prisons are not
the irretrievably vicious and depraved
element they are commonly believed to
be,” he wrote, “but upon the average they
are like ourselves, and it is more often
their misfortune than their crime that is
responsible for their plight.” His opposition
to World War I led him to theorize
connections between capitalism, militarism
and imprisonment, that were later echoed
by the President who had refused to pardon
him. Shortly before he died, President
Wilson—who had advocated U.S entry
into the war and requested the maximum
possible sentence for Debs, came around to
thinking about the war the same way Debs
did. “Is there any man, woman or child in
America—let me repeat, is there any child
in America,” Wilson wrote, “who does
not know that this was an industrial and
commercial war?”
Debs was finally pardoned on Christmas
Day, 1921, by President Warren Harding.
He returned to Terre Haute, where he spent
years trying to recover his health. In 1924,
he was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize.
He died of heart failure on Oct 20, 1926, at
the age of 70. His body is buried in Highland
Lawn Cemetery, Terre Haute Indiana. He
has become legendary. Author John Dos
Passos included him as an historical figure
in his USA Trilogy; Kurt Vonnegut named
the narrator of Hocus Pocus Eugene Debs
Hartke in honor of Debs. Debs appears in
The Southern Victory Series Novels by Harry
Turtledove. But he is best known for the
words he said after being sentenced for
sedition, when he affirmed his identification
with those trampled under the boot: “While
there is a lower class, I am in it; while there is
a criminal element I am of it; while there’s a
soul in prison, I am not free.”

hivebloomington.com

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner | Mon - Sat • 7 AM - 9 PM | 10th & the Bypass

Joan Hawkins is an Associate Professor
of Cinema and Media Studies in the Media
School at IU. She’s the author of Cutting
Edge: Art Horror and the Horrific Avantgarde (2000); Downtown Film and TV
Culture 1975-2001 (2015), and co-editor of
a forthcoming book, William S. Burroughs:
Cutting Up the Century. She is a frequent
contributor to the Ryder, and says she
wants to dedicate this piece to her dad, Joe
Berning, who was a Longshoreman and
told her bedtime stories about the Pullman
Strike and about “a great man named
Eugene V. Debs.”
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event h
•

•

• Sally Brooks and Friends; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Cody Johnson; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Vertigo Screening; Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7:30pm
• Spider-man: Into the Spiderverse; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Psychological and Brain Sciences Graduate
Recruitment Event; Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Orian’s World of Fantasy: Lordt of the Rings;
The Back Door; 11pm
•

• The Lucas Bros.; The Comedy Attic; 8 &
10:30pm
• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 8:30pm
• Reece Phillips; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Comedian Heywood Banks; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• The Colonel-Live Music; Bear’s Place;
5:30pm
•

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22ND

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23RD

Time with Jameson.jpg: Strange Implications and Time with Jameson; Player’s Pub;
1/18; 11:30pm

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19TH

• Tuesday Tuneup w/Ruth & The Stones; The
Bishop; 8pm
• Dr. Dog w/The Nude Party; The Bluebird;
9pm
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Songwriter Showcase; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH

• Tyler Ramsey + Carl Broemel; The Bishop;
8:30pm
• The Unusual Suspects Present: Some Things
We Couldn’t Say On The Radio; Bear’s
Place; 7pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back Door; 11pm
•

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21ST

• Sirius/XM Live Taping; The Comedy Attic;
8pm
• The Cowboys, Service, Heaven Honey; The
Bishop; 9:30pm
• Liquid Stranger; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Arts Start Up: Event Tech 101; BuskirkChumley Theater; 3pm
• State of the City Address; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm
• The Price is Right Live-Stage Show; IU
Auditorium; 7:30pm
• Spider-man: Into the Spiderverse; Brown
County Playhouse; 7pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Femmes to the Front!; The Back Door; 7pm
• Searching for Buried Gardens: Campus
Archaeology; Wylie House Museum; 3pm
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• Sally Brooks and Friends; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Trippin Billies-Dave Matthews Cover Band;
The Bluebird; 9pm
• Beauty and the Beast Screening; BuskirkChumley Theater; 1pm
• Spider-man: Into the Spiderverse; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Dance Night!; Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Pisces Power! – A Forbidden Belly Dance &
Variety Show; The Back Door; 8pm
• Envy’s Freakshow Funhouse; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH

• Sex Salon; The Bishop; 8pm
• The Room screening; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm
• Spider-man: Into the Spiderverse; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Karaoke w/Misﬁt Toy Karaoke; The Back
Door; 10pm
•

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25TH

• Buck Meek (of Big Thief) w/Twain; The
Bishop; 9pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

FRIDAY, MARCH 1ST

SATURDAY, MARCH 2ND

• The Lucas Bros.; The Comedy Attic; 8 &
10:30pm
• The Tillers; The Bishop; 9pm
• Huckleberry Funk, Jukebox Luke; The
Bluebird; 9pm
• Love Songs for a Lasting World; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm
• Karaoke League; Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Early Curfew w/Jaimee Spangle; The Back
Door; 8pm
• The Queer Cabaret; The Back Door; 11pm
• Annual Heirloom Seed Sale; Wylie House
Museum; 10am
•

SUNDAY, MARCH 3RD

• Living Hour w/Heaven Honey and Plateau
Below; The Bishop; 8pm
• The Milk Carton Kids; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm
• Writers Guild; Bear’s Place; 1pm
•

MONDAY, MARCH 4TH

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 8pm

Tom Thakkar.jpg: Tom Thakkar;
The Comedy Attic; 1/17-1/19

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26TH
•
•
•
•
•

Bike Wreck + Spice Cowboy; The Bishop; 9pm
Mt. Joy; The Bluebird; 8pm
Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
Songwriter Showcase; Bear’s Place; 8pm

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27TH

• Something Rotten; IU Auditorium; 8pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back Door; 11pm
•

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28TH

• The Lucas Bros.; The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• The Gripsweats w/DJ Junebug; The Bishop;
9:30pm
• Something Rotten; IU Auditorium; 8pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Band Night! Time With Jameson and
Gliiitches; The Back Door; 11pm
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horizon
•

SATURDAY, MARCH 16TH

• Greg Warren; The Comedy Attic; 8 &
10:30pm
• Pam Thrash Retro Dance Night; The
Bluebird; 9pm
• Karaoke League; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

SUNDAY, MARCH 17TH

• Greg Warren—Kid Friendly Matinee; The
Comedy Attic; 5pm; ages 10 and up
•
• Monday, March 18th
• Chastity w/Bcc; The Bishop; 9pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

TUESDAY, MARCH 19TH

Billy Strings.jpg: Billy Strings; The Bluebird; 1/24; 8pm
•

TUESDAY, MARCH 5TH

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Songwriter Showcase; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6TH

• An Evening with Jaime Hernandez; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm
• Spoken Word Series; Bear’s Place; 6pm
•

THURSDAY, MARCH 7TH

• Brooks Wheelan; The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Summer Heart + Brothertiger; The Bishop;
9:30pm
• Travelin’ McCourys & Jeﬀ Austin Band; The
Bluebird; 8pm
• Jawing with Richard Dreyfuss; IU
Auditorium; 7:30pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Free HIV, Gonorrhea and Chlamydia
Testing; The Back Door; 7pm
• Band Night! w/Butthole; The Back Door; 11pm
•

FRIDAY, MARCH 8TH

• Brooks Wheelan; The Comedy Attic; 8 &
10:30pm
• Turnpike Troubadourrs & American
Aquarium; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Psycho screening; Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7:30pm
• Tim Grimm and the Family Band; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Glam Royale w/Richard Cranium; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

SATURDAY, MARCH 9TH

• Brooks Wheelan; The Comedy Attic; 8 &
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10:30pm
• Hairbangers Ball; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Robert Cray; Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
8pm
• 6th Annual Brown County Youth Music
Showcase; Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

SUNDAY, MARCH 10TH

• The Messthetics w/Helen Money and Cat
Casual and the Final Word; The Bishop; 8pm
• Palace: Bloomington Premiere Film
Screening; Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7:30pm
•

MONDAY, MARCH 11TH

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

TUESDAY, MARCH 12TH

• Being Bloomington: Being Peace; BuskirkChumley Theater; 12pm
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; 5:30pm; Bear’s
Place;
• Songwriter Showcase; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

• Tuesday Tuneup w/Ruth & The Stones; The
Bishop; 8pm
• Los Lonely Boys; Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
8pm
• Alvin Alley American Dance Theater; IU
Auditorium; 8pm
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Songwriter Showcase; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

THURSDAY, MARCH 21ST

• Sam Jay; The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Homebody, Amy O, Ghastly Indiana; The
Bishop; 9pm
• Ukulele Orchestra of Great Britain; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
•

FRIDAY, MARCH 22ND

• Sam Jay; The Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Rod Tuﬀcurls & The Bench Press; The
Bluebird; 9pm
• Ron White; IU Auditorium; 8pm
•

SATURDAY, MARCH 23RD

• Sam Jay; The Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Jake Dodds; The Bluebird; 9pm
• From the Depths; Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7:30pm
•

SUNDAY, MARCH 24TH

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13TH

• Company Danzante & IU Contemporary
Dance; Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7:30pm
•

THURSDAY, MARCH 14TH

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

• Sam Bush; The Bluebird; 8pm
•

• Greg Warren; The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
•

FRIDAY, MARCH 15TH

• Greg Warren; The Comedy Attic; 8 &
10:30pm
• Marty Stuart and His Fabulous Superlatives;
Brown County Playhouse; 7:30pm

MONDAY, MARCH 25TH

TUESDAY, MARCH 26TH

• 2019 Be More Awards; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Songwriter Showcase; Bear’s Place; 8pm
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The Imaginative
Work of Distance:

THE
GLASS
MENAGERIE
B Y

JOR DAN

[editor’s note: The Glass Menagerie runs March 21-April 7,
2019 at the Ivy Tech Waldron Auditorium. Visit cardinalstage.
org for performance times and tickets.]
In the 1970s, it was not uncommon to find renowned
playwright Tennessee Williams selling his own paintings, still
wet, across the fence to passersby at his home in Key West. He
lived there off and on for over four decades, penning some
of his best works in his small cottage on Duval Street and,
it would seem, running a late-in-life artistic side hustle. In
one painting, “Le Solitaire,” a white outline of a man stands
between two brick-orange buildings drawn at angles to
simulate a kind of crude forced perspective. The man is alone
and looking toward a palm tree, while the moon hangs as a
bright spot illuminating an otherwise solid black background.
It’s impossible to tell where the sky ends and the ground
begins, as if the man in the foreground is an interminable
distance away from a horizon even he can’t distinguish.
Distance looms large in Williams’ canon as both a subject
and a narrative device. “I didn’t go to the moon. I went much
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farther,” narrates Tom Wingfield in the concluding monologue of
The Glass Menagerie (1944), the play slated to round out Cardinal
Stage’s 2018-2019 mainstage season and the play that put Williams’
on the map professionally. Both narrator and character in the play,
Tom makes clear from the outset that the action audiences are about
to see is not realistic. “The play is memory,” he tells us as he smokes
a cigarette on the fire escape outside his family’s cramped tenement
apartment. He is in the story alongside his smothering but protective
mother Amanda and his terminally unsure sister Laura. But he is also
outside of the story’s events, narrating at the paradoxically clouding
yet illuminating distance that memory affords.
The action of the play begins with Amanda fussing over her
children, reminiscing about her own youth and admonishing Laura to
keep herself “fresh” for the gentlemen callers that will surely darken
their door at any moment. Through their dialogue, the characters
each reveal their virtues and their vice: Laura is indefatigably patient
yet paralyzed by her own shortcomings and overshadowed by her
mother’s expectations; Amanda is fiercely protective of the life she
has had to build for her family alone yet nostalgic to a fault; and
Tom is a poet longing for beauty yet trapped in a revolving door of
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responsibility. The family moves under the smile of their absent father, a telephone
salesman memorialized in a portrait on the living room wall after he “fell in love
with long distance” and took to the road indefinitely. When a Gentleman Caller
does materialize in the second act, his kindness is not enough to fulfill the hopes of
a household built on appearances. The “pleasant disguise of illusion” that narrator
Tom promises in the opening scene shatters just like the unicorn’s horn in Laura’s
beloved collection of glass figurines. What’s underneath is the truth: a unicorn with
a shattered horn is just a horse.
The Glass Menagerie is one of several autobiographical portraits Williams used
to help make sense of his family and his past. Born Thomas Lanier Williams (his
mother called him Tom, for short; “Tennessee” was a moniker he adopted later
in life), he lived what he called “an intensely imaginative life” punctuated by
tragedy. His father Cornelius was a shoe salesman, often absent, and his mother
Edwina was a dominating figure in the lives of her three children, cautioning her
daughter particularly with her “monolithic Puritanism,” says Williams in a telling
interview published in 1981 by The Paris Review. Williams’ older sister Rose suffered
from schizophrenia in a period when psychology was marginally understood and
mental healthcare was comprised of largely trial-and-error treatment plans. Edwina
had Rose lobotomized in 1943 even though Cornelius strongly objected to the
operation. “It was the only time I saw him cry,” Williams recalls of his late father
in the Paris Review interview. “I was at the University of Iowa, and they just wrote
me what happened… It saddened me a great deal because my sister and I cared
for each other. I cared for her more than I did my mother. But it didn’t embitter
me against Miss Edwina. No, I just thought she was an almost criminally foolish
woman.”
The softness with which Williams, at age seventy, recalls his mother’s
devastating and headstrong choices is perhaps the result of working through
those painful memories at the distance of the playwright who gets to imagine
and re-imagine his fodder via theatrical catharsis. “Writers, for the most part, find
themselves not in writing but
in revision,” begins drama
critic Hilton Als in a 2013
review of The Glass Menagerie
for The New Yorker. The maxim
is apropos of Williams. He
first fictionalized his mother
and sister in a short story
“Portrait of a Girl in Glass”
that he reworked to become
The Glass Menagerie less than
a year later. In both versions,
Edwina’s folly becomes
Amanda’s blind expectation,
Rose’s mental instability
manifests as Laura’s physical
disability and shyness, and
Williams is left with the space
to become himself: Tom, the
narrator-playwright from a
distance.
It is perhaps ironic that
the same man who sold his
paintings to strangers before
they had even dried was also
a serial reviser of his written work. He was constantly reimagining figures in his
life and in his plays. “By the time he wrote The Glass Menagerie,” writes Hilton Als
in his New Yorker review, “[Williams] had got enough technical distance from his
mother to know how to craft a play that was partly fueled by her ungovernable
talk—talk that he used to help shape the poetic betrayal he had to write in order to
become himself.” At the end of the play, Williams’ betrayal is Tom’s betrayal, the
one that, like it did for Williams, helps the character finally achieve artistic poesis.
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The Glass Menagerie
is one of several
autobiographical
portraits Williams
used to help make
sense of his family
and his past.
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NUGGETS

UNDERGROUND TREASURES OF THE GOLDEN AGE
by John Bob Slone

I’m sure most of us older folks have a host of favorite character
actors from television’s golden age, those days of our TV-addicted
youth when we were often ordered to, “Get away from that damn
TV set!” When we see these beloved characters today, we’re ﬂush
with nostalgia. In such heart-warming moments we are given
to utter, “Hey! That’s old whatsis-name!” And now, due to the
mechanizations of parenthood and Hulu, our children know these
beloved characters by that same name.
I ﬁnd it odd that, though we know some of their faces as well as
any of those mugs carved into Mount Rushmore, we’d have a hard
time matching face to name on a multiple choice test. I guarantee that
if you’re a fan of Golden Age TV, you love Marion Lorne and Burt
Mustin—but I’m betting you’d have to look up those names to know it.
At best, we know them by the names of their legendary portrayals, i.e.,
“Hey! That’s Wishbone!” We may even recall that his full name on the
Rawhide series was George Washington Wishbone. But if asked, “Who’s
Paul Brinegar?” we might say, “Isn’t he that insurance guy?”
Lorne, Brinegar and Mustin were among that legion of Hollywood character actors who, despite having appeared in dozens
of movies and TV shows seen by untold millions, remain anonymous as alcoholics. They played the little people, the brash
bartenders, nosy neighbors, hoity-toity hotel keepers and exacting
aunts. They were familiar rather than famous, and somehow that
made us feel at home.
The Ryder has coined a name for these anonymous screen gems.
We call them Nuggets. Knowing their names is fun, but it’s not
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important--unless you play high-stakes Trivial Pursuit. Nonetheless,
the Nuggets, bear closer inspection. Digging into their lives yields
rich veins of fun surprises. Often, who they were in real life stands
in remarkable contrast to their stage personae. Moreover, examining
their career points of interest oﬀers new insights and perspectives
on Hollywood’s golden days. We hope you’ll enjoy viewing them
through the Ryder cinematic microscope.

NUGGET NUMERO UNO
PERCY HELTON
Percy Helton, a ﬁve-foot-two, stoop-shouldered little man with a
raspy little voice, wheezy little lungs and a creepy little laugh, was
a Hollywood giant. After appearing in at least 300 movies and TV
shows, his face and voice are among the most recognizable in Hollywood history. Even so, few outside the industry know his name--and
that qualiﬁes him as a charter member of our Nuggets Club.
Many actors have been said to have spent their entire lives
on stage, but Percy Helton would have to be their king. Born
into a Manhattan-based vaudevillian family in 1894, his
English-born father made Percy a part of the act at the morethan-tender age of two. He would continue acting nearly nonstop for the rest of his life. His ﬁnal performance, supporting
Richard Egan as a lowly farmer in The Day of the Wolves, came
in 1971, the year of his death.
Vaudeville would lead Percy on to The Great White Way. At the
still-tender age of eleven, he was hired by one of Broadway’s most
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decorated producers, the famed David Velasco. He did well and became
a regular in Velasco’s troupe. He was also cast by another of Broadway’s
greatest legends, George M. Cohan. His work drew critical praise. He
was hailed as a child prodigy, but this involved some smoke and mirrors.
Because of his diminutive stature, Percy could play far younger than his
real age. In 1907 he went on the road for a stint of 49 straight weeks of
one-night stands, an astonishing iron-boy feat that made him a Broadway
legend—at the apparently no-longer-tender age of thirteen.
When the US entered WWI, Helton put his burgeoning young career on
hold to serve with the US Army 77th Division’s 305th Field Artillery. His
time “over there” was the only part of his life spent away from acting.
Most biographies say he won the Distinguished Service Cross, but my own
research proves that to be untrue.
After serving two years, he returned to Broadway, still playing juvenile
roles and singing in a clear, male soprano voice. Sometime during the
1920’s he was cast as a loud-hollering head cheerleader. It turned out to
be a particularly long-running production, and it took a toll on Percy. All
that cheering permanently damaged his vocal chords, leaving him with his
trademark: a breathy, squeaking hinge of a voice.
Throughout his career, Percy was nothing if not resourceful. With his
voice
ravaged, he knew his run as a
The Ryder:
Peter
leading man was over. Quite admirably, he turned his vocal deﬁcit into
Size: 1/2 page
vertical
an asset,
and that funny little man
with
the funny little voice was born.
3.15”
x 9.7”
Born too was an American legend.
As is the case with most Nuggets,
Description:
Spring
and regardthere isAdult
a paucity
of material
ing Percy’s
personal
life. In 1931 he
Summer
Softball
married Edna Eustace, an actress who
was 18 years his junior. They had no
Insertion Date:
childrenFebruary/March
but remained a loving and
devoted2019
couple until Percy’s death.
The Great Depression hit shortly after
their marriage, and the Heltons fell on
Contact: Julie
Ramey
hard times.
In desperation, Percy hit
the streets and turned on the charm,
812-349-3719
borrowing small sums from his many
friends in the theater world. This
went on for so long that his friends,
never expecting to be repaid, took to
ducking into alleys when they saw
Young Percy
him coming.
WWII turned out to be the godsend
the Heltons so desperately needed.
Both Percy and Edna were hired by
the USO to entertain troops overseas.
Over the course of three years the
couple was able to save up $5,000.
Returned to New York, Percy hit the
streets with his pockets full of cash
and a ledger meticulously detailing
each of his debts. It took him ﬁfty
days to locate, repay and thank all
his angels. By the time he ﬁnished, he
and Edna celebrated with ﬁzz water.
They were no longer in debt, but they
couldn’t aﬀord champagne.
That toast marked the end of the
Heltons’ personal version of the Great
Depression. It also led to Percy’s
singular ﬁfteen minutes of fame when
nationally-syndicated columnist Billy
Rose got wind of the repayment story.
Percy in Wicked Woman

Spring/Summer
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W
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INGOTS
CHALLENGE

Can you match these familiar
faces with their names?

1. Arthur Hunnicutt
2. William Fawcett
3. Simon Oakland
4. Charles Napier
5. Sterling Holloway
6. Charles Lane

AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
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His version of the tale, rendered in his trademark carnival-barker prose, appeared in dozens
of newspapers all around the country.
He continued his work on Broadway, now as
a character actor, through 1942. He also appeared in a handful of New-York-ﬁlmed silent
movies during this period. His Hollywood
breakthrough came in 1947’s The Miracle on
34th Street. He played the soused Macy’s Parade
Santa Claus who is replaced by the real Santa,
Edmund Gwenn. At the venerable age of 53,
it was Percy’s ﬁrst time in a talkie, but far from
his last. Percy’s, of course, uncredited performance was brief but brilliant. It caught the eyes
of several Hollywood producers and casting
directors, and their oﬀers rolled in. Suddenly
and serendipitously, the Heltons were oﬀ to La
La Land, where they would live happily for the
rest of their lives.
Percy’s face quickly became ubiquitous in
ﬁlm. One critic joked, “What’s he been in?
Everything!” With his screen credits numbering in hundreds, that’s not far from the
truth. No part was ever too small to ﬁt petite
Percy Helton. He was never too proud to play
roles such as Train Conductor, Hamburger
Proprietor or Monroe Township Jail Drunk.
The quirky character he created was at heart
a crafty little weasel; but Percy, with his wellhoned acting skills, was able to teach that
weasel lots of tricks. In the words of ﬁlm historian Scott Rollins, “He could play creepy &
cruel, friendly & forthcoming, happy & helpful, drunk & drooling or sleazy & sneaky.”
Directors must have loved a guy always so
willing to raise an able hand. They’d normally
give him at least a scene or two to steal, and
that’s what he did. Every time. He was as
irresistible as a perky pet penguin. You simply
couldn’t take your eyes oﬀ the little fart.
Film historian and Percy aﬁcionado Trav S. D.
marveled at the wonder of Helton’s ubiquity:
“For such a unique and strange character,
Helton’s uses in ﬁlm ensembles appeared to be
limitless. Who knew there would be so much need
for seedy, nasty, cowardly little creeps in movies?
Here’s something interesting: the ﬁrst place I truly
sat up and took note of him was in a screening
at a ﬁlm festival of the noir classic Kiss Me Deadly
(1955). When detective Mike Hammer (Ralph
Meeker) gets fed up with Helton’s infuriating lack
of cooperation, he slaps his face and crushes his
ﬁngers in a desk drawer until he complies. It’s a
shocking, appalling scene, perhaps all the more so
because a) it’s being done to this familiar person;
and b) he pretty much deserves it. But what I ﬁnd
especially interesting is, when I look at his credits,
I had easily seen him in two dozen other movies
prior to this. This one shocked me into taking note
of who he was, so that I would always note him
ever after.”
He carved a niche for himself as Hollywood’s
ANSWER KEY: 1. C, 2. E, 3. D, 4. A, 5. F, 6. B

prototypical scalawag, a fact made evident in
the names of his characterizations, such as:
Ellery Purvy, Hinky Mittenﬂoss, Ichabod Pillajohn, Scamper Joad, Beady Robbins, Rummy
Davis, Mr. Peevey, Sweetface, Baldy, Bleeker,
Scrubby, Speegie, Duﬀer and Blurry Jones.
It’s hard to put an exact number on his
great many screen appearances. For one,
who knows how many forgotten, rotting ﬁlm
spools bear his image? It’s also certain that
a few of his cameos ended up on the cutting
room ﬂoor. Another diﬃculty is that Nuggets, even when they had a speaking part,
often went uncredited. Oﬃcially, IMDb lists
235 ﬁlm and TV credits, but that surely falls
far short of the actual total. Columnist Jack
O’Brian, who knew Percy well, noted that his
wacko role in the Monkees’ vehicle Head was
the 185th ﬁlm appearance of Helton’s career. I
personally located 183 TV credits (make that
184--I saw him deliver the mail on George &
Gracie last night, and there’s no credit listing
anywhere for that one). Thus, Nugget careers
are in part ephemeral, a fact which drives
credit-driven ﬁlm historians hysterical. It is
only natural that Percy sightings, in ﬁnest
Nugget fashion, remain on the rise.
Percy was by no means relegated solely to eating at the lot cafeteria. Year after year he scored
substantial supporting roles in huge box-oﬃce
hits. Consider this sampling:
Call Northside 777 (1948), Criss Cross (1949),
My Friend Irma (1949), Fancy Pants (1950), How
to Marry a Millionaire (1953), White Christmas
(1954), 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1954),
Jailhouse Rock (1957), Rally Round the Flag Boys
(1959), Where the Boys Are (1960), The Music Man
(1962), Hush...Hush, Sweet Charlotte (1964), The
Sons of Katie Elder (1965), Head (1968), Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1969)
The film noir genre was a natural fit for
Percy, and he was called upon to play many
a grainy creep. He’s best known for his major role as Charlie Borg, a conniving, dirty
old man, in Wicked Woman, the 1953 film
that’s become a cult classic. A blonde floozy
(Beverly Michaels) drifts into town and
ends up sharing quarters with Charlie in a
boarding house. She hires on at a local bar
and sets her sights on the bar ’s handsome
owner (Richard Egan), whose marriage to
an alcoholic leaves him, by her estimation,
vulnerable to her charms. Her plans are for
the two of them to take the bar ’s money
and skip to Mexico. Lovestruck, cloying
Charlie unearths her plot and attempts to
blackmail her for sexual favors. In his final
scene in the movie, Percy receives a brief,
light beating from Michaels. The cutting
room floor tells a different story. Director
Russell Rouse, who was Michaels’ husband
in real life, originally planned the scene as
a full-scale beatdown. He filmed seven full
minutes of Michaels raining hard blows
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on Percy. It
was a for-real
slugfest that
cost a batteredand-bruised
Percy time off
from work to
recover. All
in all, Wicked
Woman was an
extremely racy
film for the
time. It was, in
Percy as a coroner in Kiss Me Deadly. Cloris Leachman is the corpse.
much the same
fashion as 1972’s Deep Throat, an unexpected box-office bonanza.
By the way, the entire movie is available cost-free on YouTube.
Percy took to television like a penguin to water. More than ever, he
was in everything. The new and more kid-friendly medium more
often wanted the comic rather than the pernicious Percy. But Bad
Percy wasn’t forgotten. He went sinistrous for such huge shows as
Perry Mason, The Twilight Zone, Gunsmoke, and Alfred Hitchcock
Presents. His role as, for once, a big guy on Land of the Giants is legendary among camp-cult aﬁcionados.
Shortly after arriving in Hollywood, Percy’s good friend Elliot
Nugent took him out for a night on the town. They went to Romanoﬀ’s for food and to Ciro’s and Macambo for drinks. In the
course of the evening they ran into many of Percy’s old Broadway
friends, some of whom were doing quite well in the movies—including Pat O’Brien, Spencer Tracey and Humphrey Bogart. One
of them must have seen Nugent paying for everything and ﬁgured
Percy was still broke. When he got home, Percy was dismayed to
discover that someone had stuﬀed a hundred dollar bill into his
lapel pocket. Percy recalled, “It killed me to think that this guy,
whoever it was, ﬁgured I was still on the mooch. But how could I
ﬁnd out who it was? I couldn’t go around asking, ‘Did you stick a
C-note in my pocket?’ Who’s going to deny it?”
In Hollywood the Heltons’ social life was centered on the Masquers
Club, an exclusive social club for Hollywood elite actors. Established in
1925 with the motto “We Laugh to Win!”, the club is best known for hosting Dean Martin’s Celebrity Roasts. Though Percy’s status as a star was
shaky by the Masquers’ standard, he was a natural ﬁt for a club that was
originally founded by NYC actors gone west. By the time Percy joined,
the Masquers Club was a Who’s Who of Hollywood’s most celebrated
actors. The club provided a forum for fun with facilities for dining, dancing, cocktails and cards. All that ran secondary to the Masquers’ driving
force, the ﬁne art of comedy. There were, as mentioned, the superbly
hilarious roasts. Less well-known were the Masquers’ comic plays, written and performed by its members, and publicly staged at the club’s own
theater. Percy, who might have by then logged more hours on the boards
than the rest of the membership combined, was chosen to act in many
of these plays. He also served for many years as 2nd Vice-Harlequin (aka
vice-president).
In a 1968 interview with the Reno Gazette Journal, Percy was asked
for his thoughts on his unlikely anonymity:
“I really don’t mind,” said kindly Helton. “I’ve done many characters
in my career, and if people remember me for my characterizations, I’ve
done my job. Casting directors and producers are the ones who are paid
for remembering my name, and they keep me busy as I can be.”
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I leave you with one ﬁnal important note: Percy Helton ranks No,
42,865 among the Most Man-Crushed-Upon-Celebrity Men. I think
he’d be happy with that.
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MAHERSHALA ALI (WITH ALEX HIBBERT)

Barry Jenkins and
“Moonlight” in Miami:

HOME GIRLS RESPOND
By Audrey Thomas
McCluskey
My older brother once worked as a busboy at Miami’s
famed Fontainebleau Hotel; black maids, porters, and all
manner of crucial service staff from nearby Overtown were
required to have photo identification—apartheid type
“passes”-- and to leave by sundown, or risk being arrested. I
grew up in working-class Overtown, and later in Allapattah,
a striving- to-be middle class neighborhood that flowed into
Liberty City. Although I’ve lived for many years “up North,”
Barry Jenkins’ 2016 film Moonlight, set in Miami and Liberty
City, conjures up a neglected place and history that prompts
reflection about how black lives are portrayed in such settings.
This is especially relevant given the intra-racial dissonance
over male- to- male sexual attraction in the black community.
With his vision attuned to the nuances of character within
overly familiar settings often stereotyped by race, it is not
surprising that Jenkins’ breakout film, Moonlight, plumbs a
theme close to home and heart. Set in his hometown of Miami,
Florida, it is based upon Terrel Alvin McCraney’s coming-ofage, semi autobiographical play, “In Moonlight Black Boys
Audrey Thomas McCluskey, Ph D is professor emerita
of African American and African Diaspora Studies and
former director of the Black Film Center/Archive at Indiana
University-Bloomington, and the Neal-Marshall Black
Culture Center. Her six published books include Richard
Pryor: The Life and Legacy of a “Crazy” Black Man; Imaging
Blackness: Race and Racial Representation in Film Poster Art,
and most recently, A Forgotten Sisterhood: Black Women
Educators and Activists in the Jim Crow South.
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Look Blue.” For the screenplay, Jenkins collaborated with fellow
Miamian, McCraney, director of playwriting at Yale and MacArthur
Genius Grant awardee. I was excited that two of my hometown’s
artists teamed up to present this story set in a vibrant community
that is nevertheless invisible or maligned by mainstream America.
Although they did not know each other prior to collaborating on
Moonlight, he and Jenkins grew up in the same working class Miami
enclave of Liberty City. It was the site of urban uprisings in the 1960s
and 80s and other skirmishes ignited by a mix of factors including Dr
Martin Luther King, Jr’s assassination, police brutality and killings,
drugs, and impoverished conditions.
Jenkins admitted that for him Moonlight was “…not just a movie.
I knew the story like the back of my hand.” His own mother, like the
mother, Paula, in Moonlight, struggled with drug addiction. Directing
the movie was “aggressive therapy” but he made sure that it would
not typecast the friends and family members he grew up with.
Jenkins, who is heterosexual and a committed ally of the LGBTQ
community, developed an easy rapport with McCraney through the
writing process and their shared knowledge of and experiences in
their neighborhood and hometown. Their collaboration made for a
critical and commercially successful film that opened a new chapter
in Hollywood portrayals of black masculinity--more specifically, the
down-low topic of black male homosexuality. Jenkins eschews the
usual cinematic settings of glitzy Miami in favor of cinema verité in
Liberty City.
In Liberty City’s tough environment, Little is picked on by
childhood bullies who consider him different and soft. There is
little support from his drug-addled mother, Paula; she offers him
affection and cruelty in equal doses. An abandoned crack house
offers Little refuge from a mob of prepubescent boys. This is where
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he is discovered and befriended by the
drug dealer, Juan. His is a complex persona.
Despite being a caring father figure to Little,
Juan supplies his mother’s drug habit.
One of the more cinematically rich
scenes calls to mind the yearning mood of
‘Moon Over Miami,’ the title song of the 1941
hit film that once served as a theme song of a
local radio program. At the beach just before
dusk, as the moon is rising, Juan teaches
the painfully introverted boy how to swim.
The close-ups of their bodies and splashing
sounds of Little’s thin body thrusting against
the water, while being held up by Juan, is
unhurried. The camera lingers to show him
slowly beginning to relax; to trust. It is the
wobbly beginning of his tortured journey
to self acceptance. This scene contrasts well
with an earlier, equally potent one in which
Juan found the trembling, frightened boy
hiding in a crack house. The beach has visual
as well as psychological powers.
For the teenage Chiron, the beach is
again a site of transformation. This time
it is his sexual awakening with longtime
friend Kevin (Andre Holland). Later, when
Chiron decides to finally strike back at one
of his tormentors, he goes to prison for an
unspecified time. When next seen, the young
adult, “Black,” (aka Chiron) is muscled -up,
“grilled” and quietly running a drug dealing
operation in Atlanta. Is he now the tough
guy? Is he channeling his childhood mentor,
Juan, by selling drugs? Is the bling of the
gold-plated grill in his mouth also a shield
for his difficult to express emotions?
The final segment of the movie seeks
resolution. He drives back to Miami to visit
his mother, now living in a drug recovery
house, and later finds his friend, Kevin, now
a cook in a small diner. Their friendship still
requires Kevin to do most of the talking.
Even when Kevin insists upon cooking him
a meal and sharing a bottle of wine, Chiron,
a nondrinker, utters little about himself. To
keep the conversation going, Kevin shows
him a picture of his son, the product of a
short–lived relationship. The retro-look
and feel of the dimly lit, nearly deserted
diner is enhanced by Barbara Lewis’ 1960s
chart- topper, “Hello Stranger,” with its
melodious enunciation of longing playing
on the jukebox. The mood and Chiron’s
vulnerability unfold in more close-ups and
sparse, emotionally heavy dialogue. The
denouement that Chiron has constantly
sought occurs in the final scene in Kevin’s
small apartment. He confesses that he has
never since experienced what he felt on the
beach with his boyhood friend. As the two
men sat side by side with their backs to
the camera--like they sat that night on the
beach— the camera slowly tracks away.
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I solicited the opinion of my twenty-something niece,
Tinesha Alexis, a born and bred Miamian and member of
the main character’s generation who has kept her ties to the
neighborhood.
The
history of
Liberty
City and
Black
Miami in
general,
while not a
plotline in
Moonlight
can serve
as a
backdrop
to the
story. Over
the years,
Miami’s
black
community
mainly
populated
two distinct geographic areas—Overtown
and Liberty City. Overtown, an area
extending northward from downtown
Miami’s business district to 22nd street
between 1st and 5th avenues. It boasted
of two elementary schools—Paul
Laurence Dunbar, where I attended, and
Phyllis Wheatley-- that fed the historic
Booker T. Washington Junior-Senior High,
my alma mater. This community was
home to bustling black-owned businesses
including night clubs, restaurants and a bakery that sold
large chocolate drop cookies and made the mile long trek
home from school a delicious and eagerly anticipated stroll.
The nearby formerly “Colored” Virginia Key Beach
was our gem. We took for granted its invitingly clear ocean
water, the concession stand’s popular corn dogs, the grand
musical carousel and fully operating train that offered rides
around the mile long track that bordered this ocean park. The
concrete in-the-round dance floor featured a pole-mounted
juke box bellowing out the latest hits. Virginia Key offered an
inexpensive hangout for teenagers and a chill-out destination
for all ages. “The beach,” an integral and iconic presence in
Moonlight, was once--for black folks at Virginia Key--the prize
that perhaps convinced many that we got the better deal in
the “separate but equal” sweepstakes.
Miami attracted black migrants from other parts of
the South, especially Alabama and Georgia, where I was
born , and the Caribbean. The amalgamated rhythms of the
black belt and the Caribbean Islands created a ‘ junk-a- noo’
community of music, food, and dialects that was celebratory,
vibrant, unique, and underserved. This mix of cultures that
danced, prayed and made do, existed within an invisible wall
of social and political restrictions.
Then came urban renewal and the interstate highway
system that scattered residents of Overtown and the
community ethos it provided. Many Overtowners who had
the resources fled north to Liberty City. Considered a step up
from Overtown, Liberty City was home to a newly built high

A mix of cultures
in Miami that
danced, prayed
and made do,
existed within an
invisible wall of
social and political
restrictions.
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school, Northwestern, intended in part to quell the threat of black
students demanding to integrate the closest all-white school, Andrew
Jackson High. (Yes, that Andrew Jackson.) Black families took great
pride in the upward mobility that home ownership offered in a place
whose very name, Liberty City, symbolized their upward journey.
The population of Liberty City grew as poorer blacks followed
middle class black homeowners. Enterprising businessmen erected
low-rise pastel-hued apartment buildings along with federally
subsidized housing for the burgeoning movement of displaced
people.
In recent decades, as in many communities of color, Liberty City
has been devastated by unemployment, drugs and the destabilizing
effect of disproportionate foreclosures that overwhelmed home
owners with subprime mortgage debt. Once again, blacks who could
afford to, moved further north to Carol City, or south to Richmond
Heights or to other now integrated areas in class-stratified Dade
County. Liberty City, a stop off for some, became the end of the line
for many others.
This is the
landscape that
the presentday Moonlight
inhabits, but
unlike the now
classic Boyz
n the Hood
(1991)-- a much
copied genre
of testosterone
–fueled gang
life in the ‘hood,
the battles in
Moonlight are
more personal.
BARRY JENKINS
This is aided by
cinematographer
James Laxton’s use of close-ups to focus attention on what the
character is experiencing as well as Jenkins’ penchant for making the
best use of sparse, searing dialogue.
Moonlight is now also listed among the New York Times film
critics’ “top movies of the 21st century.” Social media was not
universally enthused, however, with some of the many online
reviewers calling it-- “slow,” “boring” and an example of “affirmative
action” and “political correctness” at the movies. Admittedly, Jenkins
employs a type of movie making that often pleases establishment
critics more than typical moviegoers. Still , Tinesha expressed
admiration for Moonlight, saying “It is a very wonderful movie
because it showed the truth about some young men I know--mainly
the ones who are forced to hide their true selves because of the
pressure of society. This movie also allowed me to see what I know
is the truth of how ugly things have become for people who are
driven by money, sex, and drugs. It is now worst than I’ve ever seen
in Miami.” She mentioned a friend who has a small speaking part in
the movie and has since been attacked on social media for appearing
in “a gay movie.” She said that there was even a protest against
renaming a street in Liberty City for Moonlight. Yet she believes the
movie will stand the test of time although some of her friends have
rejected the message of the film. “To me,” my niece concludes, “this
movie is about the truth in all of us. How we are constantly fighting
who we were meant to be, who we grew up to be and who we want
to be. It makes us forget to live an honest life.” Ultimately, she thinks
that Moonlight, because it is “bigger than a gay truth; bigger than a
Liberty City or Miami truth,” may help us see each other for who we
truly are.
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WHAT DOES

“BEST PICTURE”
REALLY MEAN?

By Andrew Behringer
Ask anyone what my favorite day
of the year is, and they will all tell
you it is undeniably the day of the
Academy Awards. Ever since I saw
the 70th ceremony where Titanic
set new Oscar records, I have been
obsessed with the history of the
show. I enjoy analyzing what the
Awards say about the current state
of society, based on the ﬁlms that
are chosen for nomination. The top
prize, Best Picture, can be a tricky
category to ﬁgure out. What does
“Best Picture” really mean? There
are a lot of ways that a ﬁlm can
earn the nomination. Let’s examine
how this year’s eight ﬁlms stack
up against each other.

BLACK PANTHER

As far as Marvel superhero movies
go, Black Panther is tightly constructed, featuring writing and
acting grounded in reality. It oﬀers
thoughtful discussion of family
and foreign policy. I am generally
dissatisﬁed with the quality of
Marvel movies, with their reliance
on elaborately orchestrated ﬁght
scenes punctuated by witty character banter. Those elements have
their place when used in combination with original storytelling and
organic character development.
Despite having interesting
themes, Black Panther still can’t
escape the overall hollow shell of
Marvel movies. It is of course an
amazing and overdue feat for a
ﬁlm starring a non-white cast to
be both critically acclaimed and
commercially successful, and it
should be applauded for its cultural inﬂuence.
But If Beale Street Could Talk was a far superior
ﬁlm that didn’t forget about story and character, and was still able to represent a non-white
ensemble. Last year’s Get Out was a genre ﬁlm
with social commentary; it had a plot that felt
fresh and original, where Black Panther is just
another product of the Marvel machine.
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BLACKKKLANSMAN

I’ve only seen a few of Spike Lee’s ﬁlms, but
I’ve certainly come to appreciate his adventurous style of writing and ﬁlmmaking. BlacKkKlansman, begins and ends with two of the
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seeing The Lobster and Killing of a Sacred Deer. His
use of allegory sets them apart from the rest of the
crop in recent years and The Favourite is no exception. If we were to take everything out of the criteria
other than ﬁlmmaking artistry, this ﬁlm would
be my pick for Best Picture. Its direction, acting,
writing, editing, cinematography, costume design,
production design, and use of music are all top tier.
With all of that said, I completely understand if the
overall tone of the ﬁlm is a bit “out there” for some
viewers. Despite being more reserved than his last
two ﬁlms, Lanthimos’ unique style is still very much
present in The Favourite, and for some that isn’t a
good thing.

ROMA

BLACKKKLANSMAN
year’s most incendiary scenes. What we have in the middle is a
fascinating, albeit formulaically told representation of a story that
has been largely unknown. Despite retaining the negative traits
of most biopic movies, Lee manages to use his unique style and
years of ﬁlmmaking experience to create a ﬁlm that is way above
the quality mark of more traditional Oscar bait biography stories.
The acting is terriﬁc, and the dialogue is daring and sharp. Although it doesn’t consider the speciﬁcity of modern racial issues
in as unique a way as Boots Riley’s overlooked, Sorry to Bother
You, this ﬁlm is more polished and leaves a deeper impression.
Spike Lee is a master storyteller.

BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY

I love it when ﬁlmmakers have the opportunity
to make their “heart ﬁlms.” Scorsese’s Silence and
Malick’s The Tree of Life are prime examples. With
Cuarón’s Roma, we have another great example of
such a ﬁlm. This ﬁlm isn’t meant to be enjoyed as
much as it is to be felt. Cuarón had full control of
the directing, writing, editing, and cinematography
and it shows. Considering this amount of supervision over the entire production, it is no surprise that this and The
Favourite are tied as the year’s most nominated ﬁlms. But where
The Favourite was meticulously designed to have intricate, witty
banter and grandiose themes, Roma was meant to be intimate and
stripped down. It is by far the year’s most raw ﬁlm, showcasing
vulnerable emotion at a level that no other ﬁlm could match.

GREEN BOOK

A ﬁlm doesn’t have to make an artistic statement or political and/
or social commentary to be enjoyable. If the story is interesting

I am very torn on this ﬁlm. As a fan of Queen, I ﬁnd
it to be an enjoyable and emotional portrait of the
band. As someone who has been frustrated with
the oversaturation of formulaic biopics in the past
decade, I am very unsatisﬁed. On top of that I am
perplexed at Hollywood’s insistence on fabricating false plot points when they have entertaining
real-life stories that they can use without alteration.
Unfortunately Bohemian Rhapsody is a major perpetrator of this crime; many of the facts of Queen’s
story were changed. In addition, the ﬂow of the
story was extremely formulaic. That being said,
several aspects of this ﬁlm make this an emotionally
satisfying experience. 1. Rami Malek’s fearless and
immersive performance. 2. The imaginative cinematography which makes you feel like you were ﬂying
around the stage, reliving the historical performances that made the band iconic. 3. The editing, which
hits its stride during the live performance scenes. 4.
The timeless music of one of the most unique bands
ever. Without this music, the movie would have
been one of the year’s most forgettable, even with
Malek’s superb acting.

THE FAVOURITE

I have been a huge fan of Yorgos Lanthimos since
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enough, that alone can make it one of my
favorites. Easily the year’s most accessible ﬁlm,
I would recommend Green Book to anyone.
Green Book seamlessly connects its various plot
points; the audience feeling like they are along
for the ride as Tony and Dr. Shirley go on their
tumultuous road trip into the Deep South.
Admittedly, the storytelling is formulaic, but
that isn’t always a bad thing if other elements
are on point. Green Book’s real star is the acting.
Mortensen embodies the character of Tony Lip
to the level that you truly believe he is an Italian-American bouncer-turned-chauﬀeur.
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A STAR IS BORN

As in most years, it’s been a challenge to pick is
the year’s best ﬁlm. Technical showmanship in
the production, emotional vulnerability in the
acting, breathtaking melodies in the music, and
unforgettable stories/
dialogue in
the writing are all
elements
that can
tempt me to
choosing a
ﬁlm as the
year’s top.
But what I
always hold
onto as the single determining factor is how it
feels to experience the ﬁlm from beginning to
end. A Star is Born has amazing acting, writing,
directing, music, editing, and cinematography
but in none of those individual categories
would I say it reigns as the year’s top. However, the way that these elements are mixed
together results in an extraordinarily powerful,
emotionally charged ride that leaves me declaring this my top pick for the year. Witnessing
the rise of Lady Gaga’s character and the fall of
Bradley Cooper’s is both inspiring and heartbreaking, and thinking about it still brings me
chills weeks later. No other ﬁlm aﬀected me as
much, and I think that is a fair criteria as any to
determine the year’s best picture.
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A STAR IS BORN

VICE

It is hard for me to evaluate this ﬁlm without
thinking of Adam McKay’s last eﬀort, The Big
Short. That ﬁlm was one of my favorites of that
year, and with Vice he doesn’t disappoint. It
lacks the zaniness and unpredictable nature
that made that movie so innovative. But Vice
displays more ambition, using ﬁlmmaking
devices that are larger scale and akin to past
Best Picture winners. Vice features a complete
transformation by one of this generation’s most
exciting actors, Christian Bale.
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